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We hope all our members have recovered from their year 
end festivities and holidays, and we wish you all well 
for 1980, 

e also hope that we will continue to improve our abili 
ties by communication, comparison and competition - 
remembering the aim is to raise one's self up, NOT to 
ull or push the other persen down. We can also improve 

our image as photographers by helping these less fortu 
ate than ourselves and in this connection I would 

commend to members the note "Appeal Reminder" in this 
issue. 

Having recently had the pleasure of spending sometime 
browsing through a couple of overseas photographic annual 
publications, I have been struck by the number of visual 
images which would not, I belive, be accepted on the 
South African Salons. I should advise members that I 
tend to be, perhaps, a little conservative in my photo 
graphic outlook, or possibly I lack the imagination to 
produce extraordinary images. But, I am inclined to 
think that I am not alone in this outlook, amount 
PSSA members. 

At the last two PSSA Congresses, we have had speaker/ 
photographers who have forcibly queried the norms of 
photography to which we have become accustomed. In 
1978, Bob Denton "showed things his way" - I believe 
that few PSSA members agreed with all he showed us. 
Now, at the 1979 Congress, Ted Dickinson Hen FPSSA, 
also indicated, in a very different way, what can be 
dene beyond the bounds of what we usually see around 
the Clubs and Salons. 

Could it be that we are, in fact, toa conservative 
compared with the rest of the world? Certainly, in 
many ways, South Africa is out of the main stream of 
quite a number of the arts. Technically, and pictori 
ally, I believe that PSSA members can held their own 
with anyone, and in some quarters imaginative work is 
produced. But, are we really keeping up with what goes 
on elsewhere, or have we become rather blinkered in our 
approach to our art? 

Possibly the activities of our Publications Central 
Board have had a subconscious effect on our outlook. 
It is thought-provoking to read the number of publica 
.tions which are not considered fit for us to:see, 
including several photographic magazines. I am not 
suggesting that we should become part of the so-called 
"permissive society"; but it aften appears that, while 
beautiful images may be considered obscene and 
undesirable, scenes of ugliness and violence are not 
frowned upon by the PCB. 

It is obviously up to the individual PSSA member to keep 
his/her work within the limits of good taste; but I 
have a feeling that we do err on the conservative side 
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in the images we accept, and are perhaps 
timid in exploring new fields. 

What do you think about this, fellow 
members? Why not write and let us know? 

AUDIO VISUAL NEWS 

DIIIMOND RATINGS 
The following Diamond Ratings have 
recently been awarded. We congra 
tulate the recipients; and we 
especially congratulate Mr RW "Robbie" 
Robertson FPSSA ARPS for his outstan 
ding achievement which is detailed 
below: 

Ben Mulder - 1 PSSA DR Pictorial 
Slides 

Dinkie Marais - 1 PSSA DR Nature 
Slides 

Willie de Klerk - 1 PSSA DR Nature 
Slides 

Maureen Robertson - 2 PSSA DR Pictor 
ial Slides 

Eliot Lyons APSSA - 2 PSSA DR Nature 
Slides 

Amy Ansell APSSA - 2 PSSA DR Nature 
Slides 

GE Loubser - 2 PSSA DR Nature Slides 
RW Robertson FPSSA ARPS - 4 PSSA DR 

Pictorial Slides 
RW Robertson FPSSA ARPS - 4 PSSA DR 

Nature Slides 
Barrie Wilkins Hon FPSSA - 4 PSSA DR 

Nature Slides 
RW Robertson FPSSA ARPS - 1 PSSA DR 

Nature Prints 
RW Robertson FPSSA ARPS - 3 PSSA DR 

Pictorial Prints 
Val Badenhorst - 2 PSSA DR, Cine 

Robbie Robertson is the first person 
in PSSA to gain a Diamond Rating for 
Nature Prints, the first person to 
g~in Diamond Ratings in four separate 
categories, and also the first person 
to gain 4-Diamond Ratings in two 
categories. 

Reg Ansell asks that any Salon 
competitor who finds an error in the 
list of acceptances published in 
Salon Catalogues, whether the error 
refers to the photograph or the· author, 
to PLEASE notify bath him and 
Pam Smith, PSSA's Secretary, without 
delay. 

This will ensure that PSSA's records 
can be kept correctly. 

By Chairman of Division, JOAN RYDER 
APSSA 

Dear Friends, 

There was an overwhelming response 
to my circular regarding the change 
of name of this Division. The 
voting slips poured in and I was 
extremely touched and pleased with 
the letters and comments I received 
with them. I thank you all most 
sincerely. 

The results, to date, are as follows: 

116 votes for Audio-Visual, seven 
of which came from Clubs 

20 votes for Diaporama, one of which 
was a club vate 

12 votes for other. 

The term, Slide Series Division, was 
the most popular in the "Other" 
suggestions category, receiving four 
out of the twelve votes. 

Other suggestions included Slide 
Tape Presentations; Audio-Dia Divi 
sion; Slide Themes Division; Slide 
Feature Division; Audidvision; 
Diasonic Division; Slide-Sound 
Division and Audio-Visual Slide or 
Transparency Division. 

Replies were received from all over 
South Africa and South West Africa. 
Once again I thank you for your 
interest.and support. 

The Executive Committee of PSSA was 
also delighted with the response and 
it was decided that unless there 
was a significant swing in the 
voting by the 31 December 1979, this 
Division will be known as the Audio 
Visual Division from January 1980. 

My very best wishes to you all for 
a happy and successful year in 1980. 
May we all enjoy peace and prosperity. 

Finally, I hope that you are all 
hard at work on your Individual, 
Group and Club entries for Pretoria 
Congress! 

Judging Standards 

A MEMBER'S VIEWS, 
Dear Sir, 

The question of establishing some 
sort of consistent level of judging 
transparencies is not a new one, I 
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know, but I make no apologies for 
raising it again. 

No sooner had I joined a club some 
years ago, when I heard stories of 
how slides turned down at club level 
were subsequently to win Gold and 
Silver awards at salons. Though this 
seemed odd to me, I was only a begin 
ner at the time and so kept silent. 

But now, having for some time been 
both in the top section of my club and 
also a judge, alheit a fairly low-level 
one, I have been closely noting 
judges' marking and cornrnents, and 
ha~e become increasingly critica! of 
what seems to be rather glaring 
inconsistencies. 

For a start, it would seem that trans 
parencies receiving top awards in the 
top section of a club which maintains 
a fairly high standard of work would 
be fairly strong candidates for 
APSSA credits, especially if the 
mark was unanimous. 

This is far from so, however. And 
it would seem a reasonable assurnption 
that a slide receiving a salon 
acceptance, especially an Honours 
award, would also be a strong 
candidate for an APSSA credit. Not so 
either. 

The PSSA Chairmen most concerned with 
the matter have advised aspirants for 
APSSA to have their panels previewed 
by bolders of PSSA Honours. I can, 
however, assure them that having had 
slides vetted by at least one if not 
more Honours bolders on the assumption 
that their approval is a tacit indi 
cation of a credit means very little 
indeed when it comes to the crunch. 
Moreover, there are often discrepancies 
in their recornrnendations. 

It is also peculiar that transparencies 
which are awarded credits are by no 
means guaranteed success at club level. 
Thus, it would seem that there are 
glaring discrepancies in the standards 
of judging. 

Not that one wants - or indeed 
desires - strict uniformity in judging; 
but what I arn getting at is that 
there should be some sort of norm to 
go by. 

And, it is not unusual to find that 
a slide which is rejected at club 
level, when resubmitted (under certain 
rules and conditions) obtains a 
unanimous Mark I from a new set of 
judges. 

Likewise I am willing to wager that 
authors who are members of two 
clubs frequently find that the same 
slide may be turned down at one 
club and acclaimed at the other. 
Surely this means that there is 
something very wrong with our 
standards, in the light of these 
apparent inconsistencies? 

Somuch for that. Now, recently I 
attended a major interclub trans 
parency contest, at which there 
were five judges. Thus, the 
marking between a poor (bird) slide 
and a good (bird) slide had logically 
to·show a minimum difference of 5 
points, and possibly 10 or more. 

In fact in some cases there seemed 
to be a difference of only 2 or 3 
points which suggests that one or 
two judges used the same button for 
both poor bird slide and good slide. 

One got the idea that bird slides 
were "marked down" just because 
they were fairly common; the same 
applied to cheetah slides. It has 
also been suggested that the same 
practice applies to APSSA panels. 

The question is, is such a practice 
(if it in fact exists) condoned by 
PSSA? In other words, just 
because other authors have submitted 
the same subject, (e.g. wildlife, 
motocross, skateboarding, birds, 
cheetahs or whatever), must they all 
be penalised for presenting slides 
which on their own merit and in 
isolation deserved higher marking - 
or might have been marked higher, 
had someone else not, unfortunately, 
submitted one which was slightly 
better, at the same viewing? 

At club level you hear judges say: 
"Well, we've seen a lot of this 
type of slide .•• " and down goes 
the marking. There seems to be an 
impression that APSSA judges also 
mark down subjects of which they 
have seen a fair amount, and one is 
in fact warned not to submit slides 
of a certain subject. 

Again, there seems to be an incon 
sistency in judging criteria. 
Some judges, for instance, pe~mit two 
catchlights in the eye in portraits, 
others insist on only one. Some 
insist on lead-ins and centres of 
interest in landscapes; others 
do not seem to mind as long as the 
overall effect is appealing. 

At one time I heard talk that PSSA 
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intended monitoring the efforts of 
judges on club nights, but as far as 
I know nothing came of it. This 
does, however, suggest how some sart 
of consistent standard can be attained. 

First, take six of the top judges in 
each main centre, includi,g a specia 
list in birds, in wildlife, portrai 
ture, landscapes, and derivations as 
well as an all-rounder. Now take 
a selection of about 50 slides 
submitted as panels for APSSA. 
Some of these may be indifferent, some 
will be very good, but they will all 
be transparencies which the authors 
considered good enough for submission. 
The six judges will judge these, mark 
them (BEFORE any comments are made:) 
and comment - and where any note 
worthy differences of opinion occur, 
these must be thrashed out. 

Finally, there should be consensus, 
and having arrived at this, the panel 
of six should arrange for other 
judges in their area to come along 
six at a time and judge the same 
slides. 
The panel would monitor the marking 
and the comments, and give certain 
judges the PSSA Seal of Approval, 
while ethers could be put on proba 
tion, or removed from the list of 
approved judges, regardless of whether 
they hold PSSA Honours or not. The 
fact that one holds Honours does not 
necessarily make one a good judge, 
and vice versa. 

I would welcome some detailed comment 
on this submission from an authorative 
PSSA source, and I am sure your 
readers would toa. 

Yours sincerely, 
Harry Parker, Randburg 
Member of JPS 

new members 
We start the New Year off with a 
number of new members and welcome 
you all to PSSA. 

Ben Burger 
Windhoek 

Lionel Jennings 
Middelburg, Tvl 

Derrick Chananie Mr & Mrs MT 
Durban Oosthuizen 

Middelburg, Cape 

Cor Jacobs Mrs Joey Nelson 
Upington Jagersrust 

Mr & Mrs F Birkinshaw 
Cape Town 

SALON SCENE 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 

Photography is an art form; how does one 
judge art? This seems to eaZZ for a repZy 
from, perhaps, the respeetive Chairmen of 
the Honours and Awards Committee, the Print 
Division, and the Transpareney Division. 
Comment from Clubs wouZd also be weleome, 
bearing in mind that there are at least three 
different types of judging on the photographie 
scene! HVG. 

INTERNATIONAL SALONS: 

1. Cape of Good Hope: Prints & 
Slides (Pictorial, Nature, on 
temporary); PO Box 2431, Cape 
Town 8000; Closing 26.3.80; 
Final posting 5.5.80. 

2. Table Bay International Amateur 
Cine Festival: PO Box 2807, 
Cape Town 8000; Closing 31.3.80 

3. 38th SA Salon: Slides only 
(Pictorial, Nature, Contemporary, 
Photo-Journalism): Eddie Light 
body, PO Box 65019, Benmore 2010; 
Closing 2.6.80; Final posting 
14.7.80. 

4. Durban International: Prints & 
Slides (Pictorial & Nature); 
Eric Norman, PO Box 1594, Durban 
4000. Closing 27.8.80; Final 
posting 22.10.80. 

5. East Cape - details not yet 
available. 

6. 6th Pretoria: Prints & Slides 
(Pictorial, Nature, ~omtemporary); 
Frans Groenewald, PO Box 20048, 
Alkantrant 0005; Closing 21.4.81; 
Final posting 3.6.81. 

7. 18th Border International: Prints 
& Slides; Peter Filmer, PO Box 
147, East London 5200; Closing 
26.8.81; Final posting 6.10.81 

NATIONAL SALONS: 
1. Natal Wildlife: Nature Slides 

only; Basil Harper, 6 Homa Raad, 
Glenmore, Durban 4001; Closing 
23,3.80; Final posting 6.5.80. 
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2. Bloemfontein: Eric Walker, PO Box 
101, Bloemfontein 9300; Closing 
23.3.80; Final posting 6.5.80 

3. Lowveld: Prints & Slides (Picto 
rial & Nature); Dinkie Marais, 
PO Box 101, Nelspruit, 1200; 
Closing 17.6.80; Final posting 
31.7.80. 

(NB. Bloemfontein & Lowveld PO Box 
numbers are 101) 

4. Welkom: Prints, Slides, Diapora 
ma, Cine; Ben Mulder, PO Box 14, 
Welkom 9460; Closing 11.8.80; 
Final posting 1.10.80. 

5. ~ast Rand: Slides only; Springs 
Colour Slide Club, PO Box 544, 
Springs 1560; Closing 13.10.80; 
Final posting 28.11.80. 

Please note that Wildlife and 
Bloemfontein run concurrently. 

photographers tour 

During December the Committee of the 
West Rand Salon decided to cancel 
their Salon in 1980 (was to have 
closed on 28.1.80). Due to the 
holidays we were unable to advise 
members in time and we regret any 
inconvenience caused. 

OVERSEAS SALONS: 

1. 9th International Pictorial 
Photography Exhibition 1980; South 
East Asia Photographic Society of 
Singapore; Closing dates: Prints - 
2.3.80, Slides - 9.3.80; Address: 
South East Asia Photographic Society, 
Black 531 No. 105-C, Upper Cross St, 
Singapore 0105, Republic of Singapore. 

2. 6th International Photo Art 
Exhibition 1980; Photo Art Assoc. 
of Singapore, affiliated to PSA; 
Closing dates: Prints - 13.4.80, 
Slides - 27.4.80; Address: Mr Lim 
Kwong Ling.Hen FPAS, Hon. Exhibition 
Chairman, Photo Art Association of 
Singapore, Box 77, Queen Street, 
Singapore 9118, Republic of Singapore. 

3. 9th Salon National de'Art Photo 
graphique; Closing 31.3.80; Address: 
M. Le President du Groupe Photo 
Comite d'Etablissement 
du Credit Lyonnaise-Paris 
19Bd des Italiens 
BP-12 
75060 Paris, Cedex 02 
France 

With the authority and backing of 
PSSA, Eddie Lightbody in association 
with Les Luckhoff Hon PSSA, are 
planning a three-week trip to South 
America, during December 1980. 

The main objective of the trip will 
be to visit the Galapagos Islands, 
and the highlight of the tour will be 
a week's cruise, on a luxury baat, 
among these islands. 

This will not be a cheap trip, as 
four-star accommodation will be 
provided, and most meals, ete, will 
be included. The fares for air 
transport and the baat trip alone will 
be about Rl 900, so it is understand 
able that the entire tour will cast 
in the vicinity of R2 500. If 
there are at least 15 participants, 
the 16th fare is free. This will 
NOT accrue to the organisers, but 
will be used either to reduce the 
fare payable by each individual, or 
to pay for the services of a courier. 
The latter is possibly the best 
alternative, for the benefit of all 
participants. 

A summary of the proposed tour fellows. 
This may be modified, as negotiations 
with tour operators are still in 
progress. But the week's cruise 
in the Galapagos Islands will remain 
unchanged, as this is the main 
purpose of the tour. 

Members may obtain further details 
from Eddie Lightbody, 210 Outspan 
Raad, Morningside 2196 Johannesburg 
(tel. 976-2136) or from myself 
(address and telephone number as on 
the inside front cover of IMAGE). 

Fly to Rio de Janeiro, and thence to 
Lima. Then visit Lima, the ancient 
Inca city at Cuzco, by train to 
Machu-Picchu, the fabled "Lost City 
of the Incas", by baat up the 
Amazon River. Return to Lima, fly 
to Quito. 

Then a week's luxury baat cruise 
through the Galapagos Islands, a 
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leisurely journey through a fabuleus 
island area. 

After this, return to Quito, Bogota 
and Manaus, where a further boat 
cruise will be enjoyed. 

Return to Rio de Janeiro, and tour 
the environs of the city. 

Finally, return by air to Johannesburg. 

This is a tour planned by photógraphers 
for photographers, and should be the 
experience of a lifetime. Eddie 
Lightbody and Les Luckhoff will 
gladly supply further details to all 
interested photographers. 

APPEALS 
a reminder 

In September last, we published two 
appeals - one from "Outer Space" 
and one from "Nearer Home". 

We thank Doris Parker for the follow 
ing extract from Florida's "SPLICE". 

The Cine League is now well under 
way, coming up for the third round. 
Here are the results to hand so far. 
(Florida has two teams - Florida B 
and Florida). 

Florida Bv Benoni, host club Cape 
Cine Club, was won by the Florida 
entry. 
The result of the Benoni v Florida, 
hosted by Pretoria, was that Florida 
beat Benoni. 
ACC beat Pretoria in the contest at 
Queensborough, while Cape Cine Club 
were winners against Florida, at 
Florida. 
Germiston v Queensborough at ACC, 
was won by the Germiston entry. 
In the contest between Germiston and 
ACC at Cape Town, Germiston gained 
the decision. 
On November 15 Pretoria met Florida 
in a third Round contest at 
Queensborough resulting in a victory 
for Pretoria. 

These are all the results available 
at the moment. It is generally 
agreed that this contest is doing 
great things to give cine a "shot in 
the arm". The organisers have noted 
carefully how the league can be 
improved and there is every indication 
that the Cine League is here to stay. 

We are grateful that the first 
appeal, from Windhoek Photographic 
Club, received a reply in the form 
of a very welcome visit by Mike Smith. 

We re-iterate that Windhoek desparate 
ly desire discussion on photographlc 
matters with any PSSA member who may 
be visiting that town. Contact 
addresses may be found in the 
September 1979 issue of IMAGE. 

In connection with the second appeal, 
a Mondeor Nursery School teacher 
has appealed for ANY unwanted slides, 
even if over- or under-exposed, for 
which the author has no profitable 
use. These will be used for 
instructional purposes. Any 
contributions may be sent to: 

Miss Mary Boyd, Mondeor Nursery 
School, PO Box 190, Mondeor 2110. 

EDITOR'S COMMENT 

Both the above appeals are worthy of 
attention. It was disappointing to learn 
that, in response to the appeal for 
unwanted slides, only ONE reply was received. 
Surely PSSA transparency workers have SOME 
el.idee they can spare? HGV. 

We gratefully acknowledge the 
following advice from Aubrey Elliott 
APSSA of the Pretoria Photographic 
Society. 

In asking me to write an article; 
the editor suggested that I write on 
the background to my book which is 
shortly to appear in the bookshops. 
This set me thinking and only then 
did I realize that the one significant 
fact that made it possible to produce 
the book was specialisation. 

In your hobby, as in all things 
nowadays, there are so many facets to 
tackle that there is really only one 
sensible approach and that is to 
select the facet you like best and to 
concentrate your full attention on it. 
Try to conquer each little detail - 
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many may in fact not be so little 
and try to become a perfectionist in 
your chosen field. 

Photography has far too many aspects 
to master competently and if you 
attempt them all you will probably 
only end up frustrated, either giving 
up photography altogether, through 
sheer exasperation; or else you will 
plod on and end up a Jack of all trades 
and master of none. How to decide 
what ip your particular line is no 
easy matter. For the enthusiastic 
beginner I would suggest that the best 
p.rocedure to adapt is to initially 
experiment with as wide a field as 
possible. Obviously if you happen 
to fail in a particular direction you 
should abandon it and concentrate on 
another more rewarding one. Only 
in this way can you let your talents 
develop, ultimately you may strike a 
suitable field to which you can then 
give your undivided attention. 

After that, as in all things, it is 
just plain hard work and unceasing 
dedication in order to get the right 
results and to achieve distinction. 
Eventually you will find yourself 
amassing worthwhile pictures and 
develop an individualistic style. 
So my advice is SPECIALISE! 

prizes for all categories, including 
prizes for colour photography, 
editing, sound, overall best film 
and prizes for the top ten films. 
Besides the showing of films, photo 
graphic dealers will be exhibiting 
their products and giving demonstra 
tions during the day. This will 
enable potential buyers to get a 
good overall look at what is avail 
able on the market. 

Entrants requiring an entry form can 
write to Maureen Cleland at PO Box 
26, Muizenberg, 7945. Closing date 
for entries is 31 March 1980. 

Instruction Manual 

THE TABLEBAV 
INTERNATIONAL 
AMATEUR CINE 

FESTIVAL 
We gave you advance warning of this 
in September 1979; here is a 
reminder for those who are slow off 
the mark! 

The above festival is being organised 
by the Cape Cine Club and will be 
held at the Ritz Plaza Hotel in Sea 
Point on the 17th, 18th and 19th 
April, 1980. The aim of the cine 
festival is to promote 8 mm film 
making as a hobby and to unite as 
friends as many film makers as possi 
ble either in person or by proxy as 
required by the spirit of the Cape 
Town Festival. €ine entries will be 
judged by top judges during the week 
prior to the festival and the top 
films will be screened on the three 
nights, culminating in the awards 
night on Saturday 19th. There are 

Acknowledgements to CSIR CC's KLIK 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL? 

What's that? It is surprising how 
many people forget this important 
step: i.e. to read the instruction 
book inside the box when you unpack 
your new camera or other photographic 
equipment. 

Although much of today's equipment 
is robust and fairly fool-proof, 
there are aften a number of do's and 
dont's which you should know. There 
may be a set procedure for fitting or 
removing a lens, or some other 
accessories. 

Incorrect handling of unfamiliar 
equipment can lead to damage - and 
guarantees do not usually cover such 
misuse or abuse. Also incorrect 
handling can lead to faulty operation 
and bad results. This may send you 
rushing back to the dealer with long 
stories - wasting your time and his. 

By reading the instructions it cuts 
down the period of unfarniliarity and 
in no time you'll be handling the 
camera correctly and with confidence. 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

The above is good ad.vice for everyone. 
Much better than a viewpoint propounded by 
an engineer of my acquaintance - "When 
aii else has failed, read the book of 
iaorde l", Much bet ter to do this first. 
HGV. 
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Worbs of Wisbom Slide Masking 
With acknowledgements to Germiston 
Camera & Cine Club's NEWSREEL 

1. It is a good idea to keep your 
words soft and sweet, because you 
never know when you may have to 
eat them. 

2. Speeches are like babies, very 
easy to conceive, but extremely 
hard to deliver. 

(No. 2 could, on occasion, also 
apply to IMAGE - ED.) 

around the clubs 
At this time of the year, most of our 
Clubs seem to have been concentrating 
on two things - holidays and merry 
making! December/January seems to 
have been a lean period, photographi 
cally, but results in fuller figures, 
individually. 

Ciné workers seem to be active 
however. Johannesburg's ACC is 
preparing for the Films of the Year 
Show in February; Queensburgh·Cine 
Club held their "Best of the Year" 
show in December; Cape Cine Club 
are preparing for the Table Bay Film 
Festival while Germiston Camera & 
Cine Club are already into their 
club competitions. 

Congratulations to AFO who have 
already planned and printed their 
detailed programme for 1980; this 
indicates a very well-run organisa 
tion. 

Probably next montn will provide 
more photographic news? 

HAVE YOU HEARD 
Odd Limerick 

There was a young man from Peru 
Who dreamt he was eating his shoe 
He awoke in the night 
In a terrible fright 
And he found it was perfectly true 

We thank Lionel Louis, of JPS, for 
the following description of a time 
saving method. 

M Method of Slide Maskin 

by Lionel Louis, JPS Beret Member 

You've all probably seen how effec 
tive good masking is and how it 
enhances the presentation of slides. 
There are several varieties of masks 
made or purchased but, in South 
Africa, we seem to have adopted the 
"Erie" as our standard masking medium. 

The Erie is, however, a little 
inconvenient to procure (direct 
import or from a sole outlet in 
Pretoria) and it costs five cents 
a time. 

After Les Eyres had demonstrated the 
Eries to me some years back I 
"borrowed" his mask selector ( the 
template) and took it home to my 
darkroom. 

There I made a contact film from 
this mask selector and, from this 
contact film, I printed anoth~r 
contact and thus had an identical 
copy of the mask selector. Identical 
except that my "master" had clear 
film in place of the original's 
cut-outs. 

For the insignificant cost of film, 
developer and fixer I print as many 
as I need. I select the mask size 
I need using the Erie mask selector 
(which I never returned) and then 
cut the respective mask from the 
sheet. I then mount the film and 
the mask between glass. My slide 
projects through the clear centre 
piece of the mask. Take care, 
however, that you avoid Newton Rings. 

Another plus is that you can, if you 
wish, use the clear film for colour 
dye retouching without touching the 
original. 

Maak AfdruKke op 
Materiaal 

deur IRIS - SABS Kameraklub 

Haas enige materiaal kan sensitief 
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gemaak word vir die maak van 'n 
kontakafdruk of vergroting daarop. 
Vir kontakafdrukke kan natuurlik van 
'n vooraf-vergrote-negatief ook ge 
bruik gemaak word. 

Vir Kontakafdrukke 

Doop die materiaal in die volgende 
oplossing: 

Ferri-oksolaat - 190g; Oksaalsuur - 
22g; Silwernitraat - 75g; Gedistil 
eerde water om op te maak tot 1 liter. 

Roer deeglik met behulp van 'n glas 
st~af om seker te maak die oplossing 
kom orals by. Na 3 minute word die 
materiaal uitgehaal en in 'n donker 
kamer opgehang om af te droog. 
Wanneer droog kan met'n matig-warm 
strykyster alle G..:lrmatige kreukels 
uitgestryk word in veiligheidslig. 

Druk die negatief op die materiaal 
vas met behulp van'n glas op 'n stuk 
plank of iets en belig in helder 
sonlig totdat die materiaal donkergrys 
kleur. Was nou in die donker vir 
10 min. en fikseer in 5% Hypo-oplossing 
waarna dit weer vir 30 minute gewas 
word. 

Hierdie metode gee 'n bruin-swart 
beeld; vir blou-gryp kleur kan die 
volgende in die plek van ferri 
oksolaat gebruik word: 

Al Ferri ammoniumsitraat - 125g 
Sitroensuur - 50g 
Gedistileerde water tot 500 ml 

Bl Silwer nitraat 50g 
Gedistileerde water tot 500 ml. 

VIR VERGROTING 

Week die materiaal in louwarm seepwater 
vir 12 uur, was die seep uit en hang~ 
op om droog te word. Stryk en week 
dan in die volgende vir 20 min. 

Kaliumjodied - 4g; Kaliumbromied - 
12,Sg; Kadmium bromied - 4g; Gedis 
tileerde water tot 1 liter. 

Droog die materiaal en plaas inn 
skoon bak. Gooi die volgende oplos 
sing oor en roer vir 4 minute: 

Silwer nitraat - 30g; Sitroensuur - 
7,5 g; Gedistileerde water tot 1 lt. 

Tel nou die materiaal aan een hoek op, 
dreineer en"hang op om droog te word. 

All hierdie stappe, asook die 
oorspronklike was in seepwater, moet 
in veiligheidslig geskied. 

Die materiaal kan nou soortgelyk as 
bromiedpapier gebruik word, met alle 
stappe volgens normale prosedure. 

fuji premier club 
competition 

All Clubs have previously been 
advised of this, but the Regalia 
Division has now amended the formula 
to be used in calculating which is 
the winning club. The new formula 
is: 

(PMxl00 + ITMxl00) TA 
CM CM ) x NS 

Where:- 
PM = PSSA members in club 
CM= Total No. of members in club 
ITM = Members listed in Impala 

Trophy listings 
TA= Total No. of acceptances from 

club members 
NS= Number of Salons in Competition 

year. 

We hope this clears it up! Any 
queries to Reg Ansell direct, please. 

FOCUS ON ... 
We continue with our series of 
pictures by the top ten members on 
last year's Impala Trophy listing 
and this month it is the turn of 
Arnold Castle APSSA who came 6th. 

Arnold lives in Rondebosch, in 
the Cape. Like many others, he 
has found the Cape climate condu 
cive to photography. He is a 
member of the Cape Town Photographic 
Society, and is a well-respected 
judge, especially in print work. 
His photographic standing is indi 
cated by his Associateship for 
prints. He has, to some exte·nt, 
tended to faveur the theatrical 
scene, and portraiture. 

Four of his prints grace this issue 
of IMAGE. 
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J\ansnth nm 1fiibmaatshap , 

DIE FOTOGliAIFIIESE VERIENIGING 
VAIN SUID-AIFRDKA 

(Ingelyfde Vereniging sonder winsoogmerk} 

POSBUS 2007, JOHANNESBURG 2000 

Ek/ons doen hiermee aansoek om lidmaatskap tot F.V.S.A. en indien toegelaat, in te stem 
om my neer te lê by alle regulasies van die vereniging. 

VOLLE NAAM (Mnr./Mev.{Mej.) 

FOTOGRAFIESE TITELS 

POSADRES 

Lidmaatskap tot ander fotografiese organisasies .. 

Datum . Handtekening 

Tjeks betaalbaar gemaak aan F.V.S.A. en meet kommissie insluit(25 sent). Moet asseblief 
posorders kruis. 

JAARLIKSE INSKRYWINGSFOOIE 

GEWONE (INDIWIDUELE) LEDE .. 
GESAMENTLIKE LEDE (man en vrou) 
GROEPLEDE (tot 50 lede) .... 

LEDE VAN DIE HANDEL: Eerste inskrywing 
Daaropvolgende inskrywing 

LEWENSLANGE LEDE 

RB , 00 per jaar 
R9,00 
R 1.00 per lid 

per jaar 
Rl0.50 
R5.00 
Rl00.00 

Groeplede let wel: Die volgende afdelings van lede is nie verantwoordelik aan die R 1 fooi: 

Volle lede van F.V.S.A., Gesamentlike lede (dws. vroue van lede), Erelede en juniorlede. 

GELDE VIR HERTOELATINGS EN EERSTE INSKRYWINGS FOOI. 

Alle afdelings behalwe gesamentlike lede (sluit een wapenetiket in) 

Gesamentlike lede (sluit twee wapenetikette in) .. 

R2,00 

......... R4 ,00 

Aansoeke om lidmaatskap wat voor 31 Desember van enige jaar ontvang word, word bereken 
op 'n volle jaar se inskrywing. Aansoeke om lidmaatskap wat na 31 Desember van enige jaar 
ontvang word, word bereken op 50 persent van 'n jaar se inskrywing 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA 

REGALIA DIVISION 

127 VICTORIA AVENUE 
BENONI 
1500 

ORDER FORM - BESTELVORM . 

UNIT QuANTITY 
PRICE REQUI RED loTAL PRICE 

PSSA BADGE RL95 

FVSA LIDMAATSKAP KENTEKEN RL95 

PSSA BLAZ~R BREAST POCKET BADGE R3, 90 

PSSA AssocIATSHIPIFELLOWSHIP HOLDER 
BLAZER BADGE R5,75 

PSSA CAR WINDOW STICKER R0,30 

PSSA TIE - BLUE R4,75 

INFINITY TIE BLUE (CLUR ORDFRS ONLY) R4,75 
. 

INFINITY TIE MAROON (CLUB ORDERS ONLY) R4,75 

lNFINITY BROOCH (CLUB ORDERS ONLY) RL95 

INFINITY CUFF LINKS (CLUB ORDERS ONLY) R5,50 

SALON SLIDE POSTAL BOX RL95 

SALON PRINT POSTAL CASE Rl4,75 r, 

SL!DE LIGHT Box·(FLORESCENT) R25,00 

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE (PLEASE INCLUDE 20c CHARGES) 

FU LL NAME I t I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

POSTAL ADDRESS I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I. I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I'' 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1·1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I 
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